Nearly Half of Pennsylvania Government Electricity to Be Solar Powered by 2023
by Don Hopey
March 22, 2019 – Gov. Tom Wolf sees a bright future for solar power in Pennsylvania.  On Monday, he announced a new clean energy initiative that will build 7 new solar arrays, enough to supply about half of state government electricity.
The project, touted by the Governor’s office as the largest solar commitment by any state government in the U.S., is projected to produce a total of 191 MegaWatts (MW) of electricity for government buildings, and is scheduled to go into operation on Jan.  1, 2023.
The solar arrays are part of the Governor’s previously announced GreenGov initiative, Pennsylvania PULSE — Project to Utilize Light and Solar Energy.  It set a goal of obtaining at least 40% of electricity from clean energy generated in the state.  The project announced Monday would exceed that goal.
“Pennsylvania has been a national energy leader for more than 100 years.  As we continue to diversify our grid with clean renewable sources of energy, we want to maintain Pennsylvania’s leadership position and bring the associated economic, health and environmental benefits to all Pennsylvanians,” the Governor said in a statement.
According to the statement, the state’s Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard — which has driven solar and renewable development for the past decade and a half — ends May 31, and the new solar project will aid in keeping the market for clean renewable energy strong in the state.
The solar arrays will be built on approximately 2,000 acres of farmland leased long-term at 7 locations in 6 counties: Columbia, Juniata, Montour, Northumberland (all north and northeast of Harrisburg), and York.
When completed, the solar arrays are projected to deliver 361,000 MW-hours of electricity per year, supplying 100% of electricity for 434 accounts across 16 state agencies, or about half the electricity used by state government, according to state General Services Secretary Curt Topper.
General Services contracted with Constellation, a Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission-licensed electricity supplier and a subsidiary of Exelon Corp., on a 15-year fixed price supply agreement.  The Penn State Facilities Engineering Institute served as technical adviser on the contract, coordinating the retail approach.
“The contract with Constellation provides us with long-term price protection and budget certainty, while the retail purchase model coordinated by [Penn State] is groundbreaking in enabling us to obtain an in-state solar energy supply for over 400 accounts with administrative and fiscal simplicity,” Mr. Topper said.  “We’re excited to have this new model in place, as we work toward more clean energy use in the future.”
Lightsource bp, which has an office in Philadelphia, will build, own and operate the solar arrays.  Construction and operation of the arrays will meet industry leading standards for low-environmental-impact solar siting and design.
The project will create 400+ jobs, mostly in construction, and bring long-term economic benefits through increased tax revenues to communities where they are located.
Emissions of CO2, a potent, heat trapping, greenhouse gas (GHG) that contributes to global warming, will be reduced by 7,800 metric tons a year — the equivalent of the emissions from nearly 27,000 homes or taking 34,000 cars off the roads, the Governor’s release stated.
State Department of Environmental Protection Secretary Patrick McDonnell said reduction of GHG emissions is important for mitigating the harmful impacts of climate change and protecting public health and safety, the environment and the economy.  “With over 85% of Pennsylvania’s greenhouse gas emissions coming from energy production and use, pursuing clean energy and energy efficiency at the enterprise scale, as the state government solar procurement demonstrates, will make a big impact,” Mr. McDonnell said.
Clean energy industries added nearly 7,800 jobs in Pennsylvania in 2017-19, for an 8.7% average job growth rate, significantly exceeding the 2% average overall job growth in the state for those years, according to the 2020 Pennsylvania Clean Energy Employment Report.
Mr. Wolf’s 2019 Climate Change Executive Order set a goal of lowering Pennsylvania’s GHG emissions 26% by 2025 and 80% by 2050, compared with 2005 levels.  It also re-established the Green Government Council, led by the DEP, Department of General Services, and Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
DCNR Secretary Cindy Adams Dunn said the department installed its 1st solar array 40 years ago, and continues to be a wise energy use leader.  “We now have 17 such installations throughout the state,” Ms. Dunn said, with 18 more planned in the next 2 years, “a vehicle fleet that steadily is moving toward electric conversion; and construction and maintenance guidelines that promote solid energy conservation.  We truly are excited by this initiative and how it will benefit our commitment to the future.”
She said DCNR’s goal is to set an example that will demonstrate the economic and environmental advantages of switching to clean energy power sources.
“We are looking for ways to tell the story of clean energy purchases.  If the commonwealth can do it, the public can too,” Ms. Dunn said, noting that the state’s parks and forests host 45 million visitors a year.  “Our aim is to educate.”
The average temperature in the state has climbed nearly 2°F since 1901, according to the 2020 Pennsylvania Climate Impacts Assessment.  And the average annual rainfall has increased about 10%.  Extreme weather events have also increased.
Due to climate change, scientists project that, by 2050, every county in the state will be 4.9°F hotter than in 2000, and average rainfall will increase another 8% to 12%, unless GHG emissions are reduced, according to the Governor’s press release.
Following the solar power announcement, state Sen. Gene Yaw, R-Lycoming, chairman of the Senate Environmental Resources and Energy Committee, issued a statement questioning solar power’s reliability, use of farmland acreage, and project cost, while noting that the state’s fossil fuel CO2 emissions have already been reduced by 38%.  That reduction has occurred because many power plants have switched from coal to natural gas.
However, a handful of environmental organizations voiced strong support.  “The clean energy initiative unveiled this morning by Gov. Wolf is both historic and sorely needed, as we work to combat climate change and reduce our carbon footprint in Pennsylvania,” said Rob Altenburg, PennFuture’s senior director for energy and climate.  “This power purchase agreement will undoubtedly benefit Pennsylvania’s economy, environment and its residents, by combating climate change, reducing pollution, and creating jobs, while also insulating the Commonwealth from the rising costs of fossil fuels.”
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